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New Create-a-Character mode will open up to you. You can freely increase your character's stats for the muscles, constitution, magic, and mental stats, and change their looks. In this mode, you'll also meet nobles and dragons, giving you the chance to select a character that you'll be able to view in battle. If you fail a battle, your character will be increased in
level, and your stats will be increased. You can also earn characters from the nobles and dragons you've faced. Next is the RPG battle system. You can switch to any background enemy or NPC you face in the world, and use your class to feel the presence of the party in battle. All abilities from the hero, weapons, items, and party members will be bound
together with the character's stats. If the hero's skill stats are high, it'll become easier for you to level them up. You can use the items you find in dungeons and treasure chests to upgrade the hero's stats. You can select the items you use and investigate their effects during battle using the menu screen. While battling, the party's stats will be governed by the
hero's stats. If the party's stats are high, all enemies will receive penalties to their attack and defense. You can also gain skill experience points by completing quests. Collecting such experience points will allow you to increase your level and unlock new skills. There are also PVP battles. You can sign up for PVP battles and fight against other players while
watching live events with other players. ABOUT DEVILAPPROACH WORKS: Developed by the creators of AAA games like Tales of Zestiria the X, Cowboy Bebop, Metal Gear Solid, and the Legend of Heroes franchise, Devil approach works is a studio that has garnered an extensive reputation for the quality of their AAA games. We continue to believe in our own
magic, and are developing games for an ever expanding audience. Through developing for smartphones, PCs, and consoles, we aim to create games that you can enjoy for a long time to come. Thanks for visiting our website! GAME NOTES: © 2018 - 2019 KHAAAAR CORPORATION. All rights reserved. 1. User Registration Agreement By registering and/or using
our game, you agree to our Terms of Service, which is a legal contract, and to our Privacy Policy, which is a legal contract, and to follow and be bound by the

Features Key:
Elden Ring Fantasy Line-up: ○ A detailed fantasy-themed system where the player is able to freely upgrade various types of weapons and armor ○ The ability to develop your character according to your play style: increase your muscle strength, increase your magic power, and increase your character level simultaneously ○ You can become a powerful
high-rank fighter or a magic-using knight without any restrictions ○ Multiple character-creation features ○ Create your own account and play any character on any account
An Ambiguous Future:

1. • A fantasy-themed, action role-playing game. Destroy dungeons and weapons to create a powerful hero and obtain items required for your adventure from the beginning. • A variety of missions: a school setting, a farming setting, and so on. • A vast world fully-equipped with areas to explore and traps to overcome.

A Flexible Pairing System:  ○ Choose from the number of allies you have stored in your store in order to make up a powerful team ○ Autosave: save your game during the game, or after you complete it ○ Carry over: You can take your achievements to other servers
Sudden Death in PvP:  ○ Insane enemies: instakill your partners instantly when you combat them ○ Impossible-to-guard enemies: if you die alone, you will be attacked by enemies ○ Fragile environments: earthquakes and other disasters abound in the world ○ Various dangers and traps: dungeons, roadblocks, water, traps, monsters, to name a few
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